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Do the Right Thing 
 

 

 Ladies and gentlemen, fellow colleagues, I am honored to be with you once 
again during your annual gathering.  This has become a very welcome annual 
event for me, and you have been kind to extend your invitation to me for 
another year.  I’m a little worried about the FCLB - I can only wonder what folly 
prompts you to persist in asking for m

as influence, I view it as entertainment. 

 Seriously, I am privileged also to speak with you just as you prepare to 
deliberate and complete the historic reforms you initiated last year.  I don’t 
need to tell you about the far-reaching implications of the courageous steps 
you have taken, last year and again this year and what they may mean for our 
profession, for FCLB, for NBCE, for the students and for the colleges, but 
perhaps I can place these reforms within a larger, longitudinal perspective, and 

year. 

 Some of you know the first attempt to establish a National Board of 
Chiropractic Examiners (NBCE) was made by B.J. Palmer and others in 1921.  
The notion at that time was that a national exam would simplify reciprocity 
among the growing number of states that licensed chiropractors and ensure a 
high standard of knowledge.  Palmer, who was then serving as executive 
secretary of the foremost National membership and Legal Protective Society, 
was also attempting to organize the growing number of state boards of 
chiropractic examiners (BCEs).  Unfortunately, B.J. and the Universal 
Chiropractors’ Association (UCA) had already alienated a large segment of the 
profession, (if you could imagine that).  Palmer’s group attempted to purge 
“mixers” from state societies, pushed a straight chiropractic “model bill” in 
those jurisdictions that did not yet license chiropractors, and tried to restrict 
chiropractic education to 18 months.  Perhaps



- and any hope of organizing the state Boards of Chiropractic Examiners under 
the UCA’s banner - died “for lack of support.” 

 A second National Board operated briefly during 1932-34 under the aegis of 
the National Chiropractic Association (NCA; today’s ACA).  The primary 
motivation for this second NBCE was a desire to find an “end run” around the 
spreading basic science laws.  These statutes were introduced in many of 
those American states and Canadian provinces that had passed chiropractic 
legislation in order to keep DCs from being licensed.   Basic science laws were 
a major roadblock to chiropractic licensure and lasted for decades: from their 
first introduction in Connecticut and Wisconsin in 1925 until the last few 
states, Texas, Utah and Washington, repealed their basic science statutes in 
1979. 

 This second NBCE was comprised of officers who were active in the 
International Congress of Chiropractic Examining Boards (ICCEB).  Founded in 
1926, the International Congress is the earliest ancestor of the FCLB.  
Unfortunately, the second National Board fizzled out right about the time that 
the International Congress was reorganized in 1934 as the Council of State 
Chiropractic Examining Boards (COSCEB).  The Council made its first attempt 
to establish a third NBCE in the early years after World War II, but guess 
what… straight-mixer feuding within and among the various individual state 
boards prevented success. 

 The Council of State Boards and its leadership finally got it right in 1962, 
when they heeded the call from National College’s president, Dr. Joseph Janse.  
Today’s NBCE was established by the Council in 1962 and chartered in Texas 
the following year.  At the outset, all five members of the NBCE were appointed 
by the Council of State Examining Boards; today, the FCLB appoints only two 
of the 11 members of NBCE’s governing body.  On the other hand, serving with 
the FCLB remains the pathway to service on the NBCE’s governing body.  Of 
concern today is the very troublesome reality that the current FCLB, the parent 
of the NBCE, has become the financial stepchild of its offspring. 

 History will show that from the very beginning, the Council went out of its 
way to make clear that no individual state board was “obligated” in any way to 
make use of the NBCE’s testing services – then as now, all such are voluntary!  
This concept was the right thing to do at the right time in the right way with 
the right people and remarkably, in the midst of all the serious in-fighting 
among straight and mixer chiropractors, the birth of the NBCE was a great 
success and suggested the possibility of greater unity in the near term. 

 Unfortunately it would be a good deal less than complete unity, and I 
remember so well having graduated in 1962 from Palmer and began reading 
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about the new ACA, as we know it today – this amalgamation of the NCA and a 
splinter group from the ICA, did not create complete unity in the profession.  I 
remember how ecstatic we were when a decade later the CCE was recognized 
by the U.S. Office of Education, and the feuding chiropractic schools were 
forced to work together more cooperatively.  External forces helped shape our 

r have the traditional sore points among chiropractors - straight 
and mixer “philosophy” - played any part in the current struggles experienced 

ess in 
introducing newer and friendlier testing technologies are still being talked 

or 
determining who will guide the organization has self-correcting checks and 

destiny. By that time, however, the NBCE was widely recognized and well 
accepted by nearly all parties concerned. 

 The early leaders of the NBCE merit the continuing gratitude of the 
profession for the strenuous and tedious work they performed.  They 
understood what needed to be done, and with little fanfare they took the bull 
by the horns and did it.  For the most part they sought no glory, nor 
remuneration, nor perks; they just wanted to do the right thing for the right 
reason and make it work.  The basic structures these early leaders established 
enabled folks like today’s NBCE’s Executive Director, Horace Elliott, and Dr. 
Mark Christensen to bring NBCE and its primary function to its current level of 
sophistication.  From what I understand, the recent problems challenging the 
NBCE have had little or nothing to do with the functions performed in-house by 
the staff.  No

by the National Board.  Perhaps we can all agree that that’s a significant sign of 
maturity.      

 On the other hand, the squabbles we’ve seen over control of the National 
Board have been a disservice to the ultimate clientele for whom the NBCE was 
created: the students and recent graduates of our colleges who comprise the 
next generation of chiropractors.  Whether legitimate or not, questions and 
concerns about test fees, unnecessary board travel, and tardin

about.  The profession-at-large is waiting for answers to these issues (real or 
perceived) and has every right to expect a just and sensible resolution. 

 The system that has evolved for operating the National Board and f

balances built in.  These processes work when men and women of good will 
and honorable intentions choose to do the right thing for the right reasons.   

This year I understand a variety of issues such as new bylaws and term limits 
for all directors, including those elected by the FCLB, were up for 
consideration.  While these measures may or may not pass, and perhaps with 
some justification, in reality you, in fact, have term limits every year. 
Mandating term limits does not solve problems; it simply provides a face-
saving excuse for an unwillingness to do the right thing, for the right reason, at 
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the right time, and vote to elect new individuals or keep those who have done 
a good job. Term limits occur every election.  

The NBCE delegates have made their decision and have chosen their 
representatives to the governing body of the National Board, and I have every 
reason to believe that this collective body did the right thing, and chose wisely 

fidence too that the NBCE directors will again choose wisely in their 
deliberations for directors-at-large to their board.  It is nice to be uninvolved in 

 

during their deliberations…whatever that “right” thing was for this year.  They 
can always revisit their decision should the need arise.   

I have con

the actual process because --defining what the “right thing” is – is your task, 
not mine. 

 Last year in my comments I said: “To not speak about Governance would
be ignoring the Elephant in the room.”  I also suggested that the issue of 
“transparency” is becoming increasingly more relevant in all organizations as 
the country moves from the corrupt Enron era to the transparent Sarbanes-
Oxley era.  Please note that transparency does not mean a lack of corruption; it 
just means it is easier to see.   

I also warned that moving too far, too fast in a knee-jerk reaction to make 
changes (often for change’s sake) could create and instill an atmosphere of 
paralysis, whereby emotions overtake good judgment. In the end, fearful 
governance is just as problematic as poor governance. 

 I also know, having been around the profession for 45 years, that doing the 
right thing sometimes – or should I say, most often – is painful.  Friends may 
feel slighted and egos may be bruised; relationships may be temporarily 
strained and neither side of controversy feels good.  In the long run, however, 

 May I suggest that among the goals of the process that will unfold here this 
Board be permitted to return to 

anonymity?  

doing the right thing for the right reason usually results in a greater good for 
the profession and this should be –MUST BE - the objective. 

weekend should be that the National 

That may sound like a strange comment.   

The NBCE constitutes a significant part of the infrastructure of our profession – 
along with our membership societies, our colleges and educational accrediting 
agency, our state boards and the FCLB – these are the groups within our 
profession that we expect to work “quietly and efficiently” behind the scenes to 
support us as individual practitioners – so that we can help the sick to get well 
and stay well.  For most of the 45-year history of our national testing agency, 
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that is just what NBCE has done; now, everyone needs to get back on track, 
put this immediate controversy to bed, do the right thing and move on! 

 My presentation would not be complete without a few ideas that I would 
audaciously presume to suggest to the FCLB and to the National Board.   

 I don’t need to tell you about the tremendous debt that our new doctors 
must face as soon as they leave our schools (average $120,000.00) and head 
out to meet the challenges in the field.  In addition to exorbitant test fees, there 
are seemingly unnecessary delays in access to the national examinations, or 
should I say to take the examination again if they are unsuccessful in 
completing the examination prior to graduation.  For recent graduates with six-
figure educational debts to pay, any delay constitutes a substantial monetary 
burden.  From this outsider’s vantage point, delays seem incongruous in our 
modern, digital age.  I respectfully ask that you please, institute some 
corrective measures and do not leave these young doctors in limbo in the 

at their students pass the 
national exams, while the clinical instructors must teach the truly relevant 

 consent, critical assessment of the 
scientific literature, best-practices and moral knowledge (ethics).  This will 

event they missed a portion of the exam.  DO THE RIGHT THING, get these 
issues identified ---if they truly exist -- and fix them as soon as possible. 

 In the spirit of doing the right thing, may I also suggest that our testing 
service become more vigilant in eliminating test questions that may no longer 
be relevant and/or may no longer be taught in our schools (e.g., provocative 
testing for CVAs).  Our classroom instructors should not be forced to teach 
irrelevancies and obsolete information in order th

material which evolves with new data. The NBCE should be on the cutting 
edge of relevant and accurate clinical information.   

In a similar vein, I would hope to see the NBCE work collaboratively and 
proactively with our colleges to bring new sorts of questions into the pool.  For 
example, questions concerning informed

create the need by the students to study these subjects and the desire of the 
colleges to teach them will be enhanced. 

 Here comes a very candid observation for an outsider to suggest. Every year 
the Federation faces the seemingly perpetual problem of inadequate funding.  
Generous support of the FCLB from the National Board is an eminently 
sensible, system solution that has unfortunately been the subject of 
unnecessary politicking within the NBCE/FCLB board rooms.  Here is a 
recommendation which should deserve an agenda item for discussion: a no-
strings-attached financial commitment from NBCE to sustain the FCLB.  
Whether that should be a guaranteed annual sum, or maybe a percentage of 
revenues from the NBCE, or perhaps some sort of endowment to support the 
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Federation, or some other mechanism - I don’t presume to know, AND frankly 
I don’t much care how it is done, my only concern is that it be addressed.  I do 
know that a responsible funding solution for FCLB needs to be implemented to 
remove the groveling that occurs every year.  The FCLB cannot plan for 
tomorrow because tomorrow is not funded.  This problem has been with the 
Federation for some time; it should be solved once and for all so that the NBCE 
and the FCLB can each get on with their important work and be freed of this 
nuisance question over “how do we operate” this year.  Doing the right thing to 
secure economic stability for the Federation is so eminently and obviously 
practical.  It makes sense to me as a businessman, as a practitioner, and as an 
observer of good governance – and as someone who has personally lived 
many of these battles in other organizations I have been involved with.  

r the right reason today, and make life today and tomorrow a little 
better for all of us who watch what the FCLB/NBCE leadership does.  Do the 

Thank you for your attention and for the privilege of allowing me to once 
again to express some candid observations from 30,000 feet. 

 

Remove the economic concern and you remove the barrier to productivity.  As 
B.J. might say, “It’s as simple as that!” 

 My friends, you had and have an opportunity here this weekend to correct 
or reform what has gone awry and to steer the NBCE/FCLB ship chiropractic 
back on course.  I know that many of you have been torn by the decision on 
what to do about the various issues and the consequences of voting your 
conscience in the best interest of the organization and the profession.  Do the 
right thing fo

right thing and set an example that we all can use in other areas of our 
profession. 
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